
Exploring Africa 
“Digging deeper”

Timelines are up!  You’ve done a great job!

Now let’s dig a little deeper.  Together we will choose three of your timeline features to highlight.  Ideally, you
choose two and me one. In the end we will agree on the topics for further research. Then you will dig in and
study these issues more closely.  After researching the chosen topics you will be required to write up a two 
page study of each.  We will back to back it and hang it at 
the appropriate stage of your fishline timeline.  Students 
in my other classes are already learning about Africa 
through your efforts, spurred to look skyward due to the 
the boring monotonous tone of my voice.   

Now give them something even more interesting to 
READ ABOUT!

REQUIREMENTS:

1 - CHOOSE THREE
This I think we have done...if you are not satisfied with 
your “our” choices.  Let me know, we can shift gears and 
go in a different direction.  However talk to me soon!

2 - FURTHER RESEARCH - AT LEAST THREE SOURCES
We will continue to take on variable topics in ANW throughout the final two marking periods.  Concurrently I 
expect that you will begin working on your Digging Deeper projects at the same time.  All three must be up 
and hanging when I return from Close Up (no exceptions and not to be hung the day I return);  we will do the 
presentations after Close Up.

3 - FINAL PRODUCT GUIDELINES
 Each of the three surveys must follow the guidelines listed below:
1 - the survey needs to be limited to two pages - since it will hang back to back from the timeline.
2 - It must be written in your own words!
3 - we decided on a 20 pt font so it can be read easily from below. use 1/2 inch margins.
4 - title each of the three surveys.
5 - place a footer with page one and page two - so readers will know where to start.
6 - choose a color that works with your timeline.
7 - Change your original hanging above to a large inviting photo and heading.  



4 - SOME SUGGESTIONS
 I know in two pages at a large font that you cannot tell the whole story   Try to do your best to make your 
prose  interesting enough, and factual, that you can hook the reader into thinking a little deeper about your 
subject and your country.

Make sure that the essay is in your words.  One because I’ll grade it down if it is not.  Two because many of the 
people trying to stay awake below your hanging - will give up on the hard words.  Three, because you are going 
to have to eventually present the hanging in your own words - and if you don’t know what you are talking 
about it will be painfully obvious. 

5 - BIBLIOGRAPHY
Three sources minimum per each Digging Deeper.  As you create each compose a bibliography to Google 
Docs complete with links.  Type the name of the article and the source of the article and date of the article for 
each creation.  Add the link to the listing.  Upon completion of your hangings email me the Google Docs 
bibliography in the following form.

Digging Deeper #1 - Title of Slide
Name of article
Source of article 
Date of article.
Link #1 for slide #1.

Name of article
Source of article 
Date of article.
Link #2 for slide #1.

Name of article
Source of article 
Date of article.
Link #3 for slide #1.

Repeat above for slide #2 and slide #3.  

Google docs the sources to Mr. Wood and hang the slides by Thursday May 15, 2014


